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Specifications
XTP CrossPoint® CP Audio Output Board

 Audio output —  XTP CP 4o SA
Connectors ������������������������������������  (4) 3�5 mm captive screw connector, 5 pole
Number/signal type ������������������������  4 stereo, balanced/unbalanced
Impedance �������������������������������������  50 ohms unbalanced, 100 ohms balanced
Gain error ���������������������������������������  ±0�1 dB channel to channel
Maximum level (Hi-Z) ����������������������  >+21 dBu, balanced or unbalanced at 0�1% THD+N
Maximum level (600 ohm) ��������������  >+20 dBm, balanced or unbalanced at 0�1% THD+N
Volume control range ���������������������  -75�8 to 0 dB (volume numbers 0 through 64) in a 35 dB increment from step 0 to 

step 1, then in 1 dB increments from steps 1 to 64; default = 64 (0 dB)

NOTE: Attenuation = volume number minus 64�  The default is 0 dB = volume number 64�

 General
Power ��������������������������������������������  Supplied by XTP CrossPoint or XTP II CrossPoint enclosure
Power consumption �����������������������  5 watts
Product weight ������������������������������  2�0 lbs (0�9 kg)
Regulatory compliance

Environmental ��������������������������  Complies with the appropriate requirements of RoHS, WEEE�
Warranty ����������������������������������������  3 years parts and labor

NOTE: All nominal levels are at ±10%�

NOTE: Specifications are subject to change without notice�
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THIS TEXT WINDOW and its contents are for reference only� Delete this material before 
finishing and releasing the specs sheet�

zz For manuals (guides), use the standard Section style from the current user guide 
template instead of Chapter title, specs sheet or Heading 1, specs stand-alone; 
use Heading 1 as usual for “Specifications” if the specs are part of a multitopic chapter�

zz Click the text tool where you want to insert the specs table, select the specs table 
container paragraph style, then paste in the specs table from the stand-alone master 
specs sheet�

zz For specifications from template v7�6 or earlier, use this guide to which new paragraph 
style replaces which old style:

zz Specs8_Heading 2  replaces SpecsSubHdr

zz Specs8_L1  “ Specs7

zz Specs8_L1 cont’d  “ Specs7A

zz Specs8_L2  “ Specs7 subcategory

zz Specs8_L3  “ Specs7 sub-subcategory

zz Specs8_Note “ SpecsNote7

zz Specs8_Warning/Caution  “ Specs7Warning/caution

zz Specs8_ Revision code  “ Revision code

zz The other new styles are required for proper table placement/formatting (one for the 
entire specs table as placed within a manual section [specs table conteiner], two others 
[Specs8_Note L1 table and Specs8_Note L2 table] for the note/caution cells within 
the specs table)� 

zz At this time, the notes, cautions, and warnings boxes/tables within specs have to 
be hand inserted and merged and formatted�  Use the existing table styles (NOTE, 
Caution, and Warning1) for the table boxes�

zz Apply the Specs8_Note L1 table or Specs8_Note L2 table paragraph style 
(depending on the content to which the note, caution, or warning applies) to the 
nested note, caution, or warning table�  Also apply the Specs8_Note cell insets 
cell style to the cell containing the note, caution, or warning nested table�

zz Apply the Specs8_Note or Specs8_Warning/Caution paragraph style to the text 
within the nested note, caution, or warning table�   

zz Apply the Specs8_note cell inset cell style to the specs table cell containing the 
nested table�

For use with user guides (manuals) only (but NOT for stand-alone specs sheets), two 
bulleted note styles are available to use when you combine a series of notes into one note 
table:

zz Specs8_Note_bulleted — This is for the first paragaph, and you have to manually 
insert the bullet character and second tab�

zz Specs8_Note_bulleted, cont'd — This is for susequent paragaphs within a note 
box� The bullet character is automatically inserted�

Here is an example of how those two styles are used:

NOTES: • This is just test text to show the style� You wouldn't normally put completely unrelated 
topics together in a shared note�  
All nominal levels are at ±10%� UL rated for use in plenum airspaces: meets UL 2043 
for heat and smoke release, excluding the power supply; meets UL 60950 for safety� 
UL rated for use in plenum airspaces: meets UL 2043 for heat and smoke release, 
excluding the power supply; meets UL 60950 for safety�

• Specifications are subject to change without notice� UL rated for use in plenum 
airspaces: meets UL 2043 for heat and smoke release, excluding the power supply; 
meets UL 60950 for safety�

• The 5-pole port supports both hardware and software flow control� 
The 3-pole ports support software flow control�


